Redland Rock Pit Abandoned Dogs Project, Inc.
www.redlandrockpit.org
adoptions@redlandrockpit.org
The following describes the special (circle one) behavioral condition(s) surrounding the adoption of the
aforementioned dog (the Dog). The adopter recognizes and agrees to the following:
Initials Condition
The adopter understands that each dog has specific needs and those needs must be respected in order to integrate
the dog into their home and life as a well-behaved, well-balanced companion canine citizen. As part of the
conditions of this adoption, the adopter acknowledges/agrees to the following:
_______ Integration into Your Life. The transition into a new home may initially be an overwhelming
experience for the dog. To respect this, the adopter is committed to living a low key lifestyle for at least the next
several weeks. The adopter will keep visitors to his/her home to a minimum, leave they dog at home rather than
taking him/her to parties, soccer games, dog parks, etc, and focus on building a bond through structure and force
free training techniques. Interactions with children and other dogs/animals will be closely managed and
supervised. The adopter will be sensitive and responsive to the dog’s body language and comfort level; the dog
will not be forced to partake in activities that s/he is not ready for yet and safe alternatives will be provided.
________ Professional Training. The adopter is committed to pursuing, at their expense, a series of
personalized training sessions with a professional trainer (circle one/both) in the home / in a group class
environment. This organization only recognizes force free training without the use of prongs, shock collars, etc.
Please see a list of trainers below used by RRPADP along with educational resources on this scientific evidenced
based training.
________ Exercise and Stimulation. To be a happy member of your family, this dog needs adequate physical
exercise and mental stimulation; this dog will receive a minimum of _____ hours of structured activity per day.
This means, long, fast-paced working walks or jogs, lots of playtime, multiple short spurts of obedience training
(no more than 5-10 minutes at a time), and brain stimulating toys (treat or kibble dispensing toys are great).
Veterinarian appointment. I agree to schedule an appointment with my chosen vet within 7 days of
adoption.
The adopter has had ample opportunity to research and discuss these behavioral tendencies and leadership/
management/training techniques, is committed to the above at their own expense, and is responsible for any
further care or treatment needed for this dog, related or unrelated to the above condition(s).
By signing below, I agree that I have read this Addendum and agree that it is part of the RRPADP Adoption
Contract. Having read this Addendum, I acknowledge all the above medical and/or behavioral condition(s) of the
Dog which I am adopting and agree to adopt the Dog voluntarily, with full knowledge of the above mentioned
medical and/or behavioral condition(s). I hereby assume and accept full and complete responsibility for the Dog
and its medical and/or behavioral condition(s), as applicable, and will follow up with any and all necessary care.
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If under any circumstances, I am unable or unwilling to keep the Dog for any reason, I agree that I shall be
obligated to first contact RRPADP to give it the option to reclaim the Dog at no charge. I understand and agree
that SOS reserves the right to reclaim the Dog if any of the conditions hereby or within the RRPADP Adoption
Contract are not met. I further understand and agree that the Adoption Donation I have provided is nonrefundable and will not be returned for any reason.
Below is a lists of force free trainers utilized by our organization along with a website that can be used to
find a force free trainer in your area.
Sandra Machado, CPDT-KA, VSPDT
Certified Professional Dog Trainer
Victoria Stilwell Positively Dog Trainer
sandra@learnedbehaviors.com
239-682-3832
www.learnedbehaviors.com
Heather Deeley CPDT-KA
Certified Professional Dog Trainer
underdogbehavior@gmail.com
954-579-5101
www.underdogbehavior.com
Website to find certified professional dog trainer
in your area:
https://www.ccpdt.org/

Susan Claire, CPDT-KA
Certified Professional Dog Trainer
Force-Free Dog Training
susan@playtraindog.com
954-349-5969
www.playtraindog.com
Jess Feliciano CDBC, CPDT, CTC
Certified Professional Dog Trainer
rotndogrehab@gmail.com
609-408-1447
Information:
https://petprofessionalguild.com/
https://www.forcefree-dogtraining.org/

Literature:
https://www.forcefree-dogtraining.org/force-freetraining/canine-science/
https://www.forcefree-dogtraining.org/positionpaper/

https://positively.com/dog-training/positivetraining/what-is-positive-training/
https://fearfreepets.com/
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